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Bringing LGBTQ Topics into the Social Studies Classroom

BRAD M. MAGUTH1 and NATHAN TAYLOR2
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Social studies education plays an important role in preparing students for a diverse, pluralistic democratic citizenry (NCSS 2010).
While the field has made some gains in addressing the needs of various marginalized communities within the curriculum, there has
been very little progress in incorporating LGBTQ (lesbian, gay, bisexual, transgender, and queer) people and their experiences in the
social studies (Jennings 2006). As such, this article gives a rationale for the inclusion of LGBTQ figures and their allies within the
social studies and provides an overview of ways in which teachers can successfully incorporate LGBTQ topics into the social studies.
The authors present one such project, entitled The Difference Maker Project, which aims to get students to research, listen, and
advocate in the exploration of a constitutional LGBTQ issue. In closing, the authors contend that by adding LGBTQ topics into the
curriculum teachers can begin to eradicate the erasure and misinformation surrounding a group of people and their history within
the social studies. This not only gives a more truthful account of history but also provides a more hospitable educational environment
for LGBTQ students.

Keywords: constitutional, gay, lesbian, LGBTQ, advocate

“That’s all you have to do. Just love yourself and you’re set.
And I promise you, it’ll get better,”

—Jamey Rodemeyer

President Obama paved the way for the Don’t Ask, Don’t
Tell Repeal Act of 2010, repealing a seventeen-year-old law
that banned openly gay men, lesbians, and bisexuals from
military service. On this day, large crowds gathered to cele-
brate our nation’s stride toward equality. No longer would
gay, lesbian, and bisexual soldiers be forced to lie about
their sexual identity and the ones they love to protect their
country. More importantly, after a string of lesbian, gay,
bisexual, transgender, and queer (LGBTQ) teen suicides in
2010, grieving families hoped that this repeal would send a
loud, clear message to LGBTQ youth that “it gets better.”
Unfortunately, on the same day of this repeal, after years
of torment and being bullied because of his sexual identity,
fourteen-year-old Jamey Rodemeyer committed suicide.1

These two events, the repeal of Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell
and the recent string of gay suicides, are a part of one
of the most important civil rights struggles in U.S. his-
tory. Far too many students who identify as gay, lesbian,
bisexual, transgender, or queer are often left to fight off

Address correspondence to Dr. Brad M. Maguth, Assistant Pro-
fessor, The University of Akron, 032 Zook Hall, Akron, OH
44325, USA. E-mail: bmaguth@uakron.edu

bullies alone. Outside of being physically and emotionally
harassed, these students often encounter a hostile social
studies experience whose textbooks are silent on the contri-
butions of LGBTQ figures, and instructors are unprepared
to effectively bring LGBTQ topics into the social studies
classroom (Mayo 2011). We contend that this silence and
lack of teacher preparation not only sends strong messages
that distort the self-worth of LGBTQ students, but it fails
to prepare all students to participate in one of the most im-
portant civil rights discussions of the twenty-first century.
As stated by The National Council for the Social Studies
(2010), “The civic mission of the social studies demands
the inclusion of all students. . . including similarities and
differences based on race, ethnicity, language, gender, and
sexual orientation. . . to foster democratic laboratories that
reflect this nation’s pluralistic citizenry.”

Review of the Literature

“In the end, we will remember not the words of our enemies,
but the silence of our friends.” —Martin Luther King, Jr.

While the field of education is replete with discussions
concerning heteronormativity as it relates to gay-straight
alliances (Griffin et al. 2003; Lee 2002), anti-bullying
policies/homophobia (Espelage et al. 2008; Russ et al.
2008), curricula inclusion (Robinson and Davies, 2008;
Sumara and Davies 1999), pedagogical practices/programs
(Cotton-Huston and Waite 2000; Franck 2002), as well as
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24 Maguth and Taylor

masculinity in boys’ lives and resistance to heteronorma-
tive practices (Jeppesen 2010; Martino 2000; Martino and
Pallotta-Chiarolli 2003), there has been little educational
research on bringing LGBTQ topics into the social studies
classroom.

Despite Thornton’s (2003) clarion call for the inclusion
of LGBTQ topics in the social studies curriculum, there has
been a paucity of work done on this topic by practitioners
and researchers in the field of social studies education. In
his call, Thornton (2003) acknowledged that “few social
studies materials appear to have a substantive treatment
of gay history and issues. . . . It is as if the millions of gay
inhabitants of the United States, past and present, did not
exist” (87). This erasure of a people not only has conse-
quences for the historical accuracy of what social studies
teachers teach in their classrooms but it negates students’
identities within the classroom.

While inclusion of LGBTQ topics in social studies class-
rooms will not solely ameliorate the harmful effects of het-
eronormativity, it is a key piece in creating a more accurate
reading of the world in which students live their lives to-
day. We draw from the definition of Lauren Berlant and
Michael Warner (2000), who define heteronormativity as:

. . . more than ideology, or prejudice, or phobia against gays
and lesbians; it is produced in almost every aspect of the
forms of the arrangements of social life reproducing itself
systemically in nationality, the state, and the law; commerce;
medicine; and education as well as in the conventions and
affects of narrativity, romance and other protected spaces
of culture (318–9).

Or, more succinctly put, heteronormativity is the “hetero-
sexual culture’s exclusive ability to interpret itself as soci-
ety” (Warner 1993, xxi). As such, the inclusion of LGBTQ
topics in the social studies will not only begin to dismantle
the process of erasure for millions of U.S. students but will
provide a greater understanding of how heteronormativity
operates in the United States.

According to the Gay Lesbian & Straight Education Net-
work (GLSEN), gay-straight alliances, enumerated poli-
cies, teacher training, and curricula inclusion are all needed
to reduce heterosexism and homophobia in schools. To il-
lustrate this need, GLSEN reports that nearly nine of ten
LGBT students experience harassment, nearly two-thirds
of students feel unsafe because of their sexual orientation,
84.6 percent of LGBT students reported being verbally ha-
rassed, 40.1 percent reported being physically harassed, and
72.4 percent heard homophobic remarks such as “faggot”
or “dyke” frequently or often at school (GLSEN 2009). The
inclusion of LGBTQ topics in social studies classrooms is
an important step in creating a safe, relevant, and affirming
classroom (Jennings 2006).

While Marchman (2002) conducted important research
on reducing homophobia in a high school civics class, we fo-
cus on Diana Hess’s (2009) work, entitled Teaching About
Same-Sex Marriage as a Policy and Constitutional Issue.

Her work is more recent and relevant to today’s educa-
tional environment, and it specifically addresses the need
to include LGBTQ topics in social studies classrooms—the
same topic we address in our article. Hess does a thor-
ough job of explaining to the reader how to incorporate
LGBTQ issues into the social studies classroom, specifi-
cally as it relates to legislative policy and constitutional
issues of same-sex marriage and the Defense of Marriage
Act (DOMA). Diana Hess (2009) rightly notes that “. . .

avoiding the issue deprives students of the opportunity to
prepare to participate in the national debate over one of
the most significant civil rights issues of our time” (344).
Hess sees same-sex marriage as an “open question” due to
its unresolved status throughout the United States. More
pragmatically, centering the discussion on same-sex mar-
riage as an “open question” allows for the topic to be ad-
dressed in schools where parents and administrators might
resist the inclusion of this topic within a social studies
classroom.

Our research seeks to expand this idea of an “open ques-
tion” by allowing students to investigate the topic through
such practices as interviewing subjects on the topic, con-
ducting substantive research, and critically reflecting on
their own research (see “The Difference Maker Project”
later in this article). These practices will allow students
the opportunity to understand issues surrounding LGBTQ
civil rights and critically reflect on the power associated
with heteronormativity.

With successful scaffolding by the classroom teacher, stu-
dents can further their understanding of how political is-
sues, often seen as distant and removed from their everyday
lives, directly impacts their peers, families, and friends. We
contend that social studies should provide all students an
opportunity to see themselves in the curriculum and avoid
the process of erasure that can occur with LGBTQ figures.
In sum, according to the National Council for the Social
Studies (2010),

The civic mission of social studies demands the inclusion of
all students. . .includ[ing] similarities and differences based
on race, ethnicity, language, religion, gender, sexual orien-
tation, exceptional learning needs, and other educationally
and personally significant characteristics of learners. Di-
versity among learners embodies the democratic goal of
embracing pluralism to make social studies classrooms lab-
oratories of democracy.

As such, we present in this article a way, not the way, to in-
corporate LGBTQ topics into the social studies classroom.
This inclusion will begin the process of making visible mil-
lions of people, past and present, who have informed and
contributed to our national discourse, and it will provide a
deeper reading of the complexities, challenges, and oppor-
tunities associated with being a citizen of a multicultural
democracy.
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Bringing LGBTQ Topics into the Social Studies Classroom 25

Infusing LBGTQ Topics in the Social Studies

In this article we argue that social studies teachers should
bring LGBTQ topics into the classroom for several reasons.
First, research indicates there has been a complete erasure
and invisibility of LGBTQ issues, events, and people in the
social studies (GLSEN 2009). Oftentimes, this is due to the
historical records that chronicle the treatment of gays and
lesbians being scarce, sketchy, and often aimed at eradi-
cating homosexual behavior (Bullough 1976). Even today,
social studies textbooks and resources make invisible the
long history of prejudice and discrimination faced by gay
and lesbian Americans. A 2009 study by GLSEN suggested
that history textbooks were often devoid of any LGBTQ
content (i.e., Stonewall Riots, gays as victims during the
Holocaust, repeal of Don’t Ask, Don’t Tell, etc.). This same
study suggested gross patterns of omission, inaccuracy, and
conservative bias toward the gay community. When gay in-
dividuals were included in textbooks, they were often por-
trayed as a faceless, passive opposition. When asked about
their experience in class, 81 percent of LGBTQ youth re-
ported there being no positive portrayals of LGTBQ peo-
ple, history, or events (GLSEN 2009). The failure to include
LGBTQ topics in the social studies marginalizes the strug-
gle of sexual minorities for life, liberty, and the pursuit of
happiness throughout history. Furthermore, this failure to
discuss the movements, contributions, and history of gay
and lesbian citizens is shabby and selective history. This
purposeful lack of attention to detail and/or misrepresen-
tation of a group inadequately prepares youth to interact
with a diverse citizenry.

Second, by bringing in LGBTQ topics in the social stud-
ies classroom, the teacher must create a safe and relevant
environment for the discussion of sociopolitical issues and
for LBGTQ youth. A prerequisite for the successful inclu-
sion of LGBTQ topics, issues, and people is the creation of
a safe and caring classroom environment whereby students
listen to and respect one another’s opinion (Hahn 2001).
This environment provides an enriching and productive
setting for the discussion of a variety of complex and sen-
sitive social issues. The discussion of controversial issues is
a means for authentic instruction to prepare students for
real-world political engagement (Marchman 2002).

Outside of creating an effective and safe environment for
the discussion of sociopolitical issues, teachers who bring
LGBTQ topics in the social studies create a relevant learn-
ing environment for youth. It seems as if gays and lesbians
exist everywhere but within the social studies curriculum.
As youth turn on their favorite shows (e.g., Glee, Modern
Family, The Simpsons, American Dad, etc.), gay charac-
ters and storylines saturate the television lineup. Outside of
witnessing a growing number of gay and lesbian characters
on television, an increasing number of youth have family,
friends, and neighbors who identify as gay, lesbian, bisex-
ual, or transgender. Because the field dedicated to fostering
informed and active citizens is silent on this issue, 20 percent

of high school students report having a gay family member,
35 percent report having a gay friend, and 48 percent have
a classmate who identifies as gay (Widmeyer Communi-
cations 2004). Jennings (2006) documents this contrast by
noting that “the real world in which they (students) live in-
cludes LGBTQ people yet the curriculum that is supposedly
designed to prepare them to live in that ‘real world’ does
not even acknowledge the existence of such people” (256).

Overall, research indicates that teachers are grossly un-
prepared to bring LGBTQ topics, events, and people into
the social studies (Jennings 2006; Human Rights Watch
2001). Human Rights Watch in a 2001 report, entitled Ha-
tred in the Hallways, depicted how students are subjected to
abuse on a daily basis by their peers and in some cases even
by teachers and school administrators. Even those teach-
ers willing to protect LGBTQ students from such hostility
confront a lack of appropriate resources, activities, and
strategies to implement in their social studies classroom.

In our review of Social Education, one of the most dis-
tributed practitioner publications in social studies educa-
tion, only one manuscript published back in 2003 spoke to
this shortage of resources. This article by Stephen Thornton
(2003) described the lack of attention to LGBTQ history
in the social studies. While scholars like Thornton (2005),
Margaret Crocco (2008), and J. B. Mayo (2011) have spo-
ken directly to LGBTQ issues in the social studies, all have
acknowledged there’s still a lack of support, vision, and
classroom resources for PK–12 teachers in bringing LBGT
topics into the social studies.

Teaching Strategies: LGBTQ Topics into the Social
Studies

Teachers should not see this as having to venture into a
new area of study (LGBTQ Studies) but, instead, as telling
the truth about the people we already talk about in so-
cial studies. LGBTQ topics are inherent in U.S. History,
World History, American Government, Economics, Politi-
cal Science, Sociology, and so on. LGBTQ people and their
allies are everywhere in the curriculum, but we just do not
acknowledge them as such. This would mean telling the
whole truth about the worldviews, lifestyles, and advocacy
of individuals like Jane Adams, Alexander the Great, Susan
B. Anthony, Harvey Milk, James Baldwin, J. Edgar Hoover,
Langston Hughes, Walt Whitman, and Eleanor Roosevelt.
LGBTQ figures and events are woven into the fabric of
U.S. history. From Stonewall to the campaigns for AIDS
awareness, these figures and movements have helped shape
a more just and equal nation for all people.

World War II is an essential topic in U.S. history. The
causes and effects of the war at home and abroad are im-
portant parts of the history curriculum. Yet many teachers
fail to include LGBTQ topics in their World War II unit.
In discussing the importance of global alliances and entan-
glements, teachers are quick to highlight the importance of
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26 Maguth and Taylor

the Battle of Midway and the Battle of the Bulge. However,
there’s often little to no discussion of the more than 100,000
gay, lesbian, and bisexual victims of the Holocaust between
1933 and 1945. Under German Code 175, these victims
were deemed in violation of “Crimes Against Nature” and
identifiable by their being required to wear a pink triangle
while imprisoned. Even after LBGT prisoners were “liber-
ated” from concentration camps, many were re-imprisoned
by Allied authorities for their sexual identity. Unlike other
prisoners liberated, LGBTQ prisoners were denied repara-
tions and state pensions. This is just one example of the
historical struggle of LGBTQ individuals for life, liberty,
and the pursuit of happiness (USHM 2012).

On the home front, World War II was a period of pro-
found social change inside the Untied States. Changes in
the homeland during this time period often discussed in the
social studies include: The African American Great Migra-
tion, a need for additional labor that brought women into
the workplace, and the movement to grant citizenship to
newly returned African American male veterans. Much like
in the discussion of World War II aboard, there’s often little
discussion of the effect of World War II on gays, lesbians,
bisexuals, and transgenders on the homeland. When com-
ing home from the war front, gay veterans often chose to
remain in port cities instead of returning to oftentimes more
conservative and hostile small towns. As a result, key port
cities with a high concentration of gay veterans grew into
gay-friendly cities on the frontline of the gay rights move-
ment. Los Angeles, New York, and San Francisco emerged
as gay-friendly cities that would usher in a new wave of
LGBTQ organization and advocacy (D’Emilio 1984).

There are a variety of ways in which social studies teach-
ers can meaningfully approach LGBTQ topics in the so-
cial studies. Often, issues such as gay marriage, same-sex
adoption, and discrimination based on sexual orientation
run rampant in the media. In a global studies course, stu-
dents could explore the Anti-Homosexuality Bill (a.k.a.
“Kill Gays Bill”) recently proposed in Uganda that would
administer life in prison or the death penalty to anyone
found guilty of engaging in homosexual acts.2 LGBTQ top-
ics saturate the news cycle, and current events are but one
way teachers can present students with the opportunity to
hone their ability to think critically and make and analyze
arguments. Students can conduct research, engage in de-
bates, and even write letters to the editor on topics. While
we have already outlined a few sensible strategies teachers
can easily use to bring LGBTQ topics into the social stud-
ies classroom, we further outline a more ambitious project
dedicated to this cause.

Learning, Listening, and Advocating: The Difference
Maker Project

In this project, students are asked to draw from their re-
search to answer a question relevant to citizenship edu-
cation and the LGBTQ community. In this example, we

asked students to investigate whether the Defense of Mar-
riage Act is constitutional, and more specifically, if the
rights of sexual minorities are protected under the Four-
teenth Amendment’s Equal Protection Clause. However,
unlike other articles published on this topic, we required
students to consider whether the historic and current vit-
riol faced by the LGBTQ community in the United States
and around the world create a condition in which LGBTQ
citizens should be designated as a protected minority group
under the Fourteenth Amendment of the U.S. Constitution.
This required that students investigate the ways in which
gays and lesbians have historically been singled out for dis-
crimination and have too often hid in the closet out of fear
of the physical, economic, and social repercussions.

We divided this project into three phases. This first phase
of the project involved students learning about this issue
through research. The second phase of the project involved
students actively listening to dissenting views and opinions
of members of their community. The final phase of this
project involved students drawing from their research to
formulate a position on this issue and sharing their findings
with the broader community.

Phase 1: Learning

In this first phase, students are asked to browse print and
Web-based materials to research the Defense of Marriage
Act (DOMA). In their research, students answered the
following questions: What’s the history and rationale of
DOMA? What provisions and parts of the U.S. Constitu-
tion speak for/against DOMA? What research exists that
speaks to the Constitutionality of this piece of legislation?
When polled, how do people perceive the DOMA?

For deeper readings of the issue, the teacher could in-
clude topics, such as historically, how are sexual minori-
ties similar and/or different from other minority groups
in their fight for equal rights protections under the Four-
teenth Amendment? How have different institutions influ-
enced the rights of sexual minorities (e.g., schools, religious
institutions, and media). Students should also be encour-
aged to reflect on how the views of people polled shift over
time and consider the value of polling when determining
the rights of minority groups.

Phase 2: Listening

In this second phase, students were asked to interview two
people for and two people against DOMA. During these
interviews, students should take notes on participant re-
sponses. Key questions include the following: What are
their beliefs toward the DOMA? What experiences or be-
liefs influence their views on this issue? Do they believe the
DOMA is constitutional? Why/why not? Do they believe
the DOMA to be in the best interest of the people of the
United States? Why/why not?
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Bringing LGBTQ Topics into the Social Studies Classroom 27

For a deeper level of understanding, students should be
asked to maintain a journal throughout the interview pro-
cess. In this journal, students should reflect on the follow-
ing: How has the students’ own views been informed by
their own life experiences? How do interviewee statements
enhance or contradict the research conducted in the first
phase? How have students’ personal views shifted, evolved,
or stayed the same as a result of these interviews?

Phase 3: Advocating

In this final phase, students were asked to reflect on the
data and research they collected, to formulate their conclu-
sions on whether the DOMA is constitutional and whether
the rights of sexual minorities should be protected under-
neath the Fourteenth Amendment. Then, students were
asked to create an artifact that supports their conclusion
to answer the assigned research question. These artifacts
must be freely available to community members and show-
case the rationale and research behind their conclusions.
Artifacts may include a downloadable podcast, a digital
documentary, a Facebook Causes Page, or an op-ed piece.

For a deeper level of understanding, students should be
asked to reflect on why advocating is important to a func-
tioning democracy. What role has/can advocacy play in
fostering a more equitable and just United States, and how
does a more just and equitable country benefit all citizens?

Conclusion

A number of teachers have told us that they don’t know how
to protect students in their classes that identify as gay, les-
bian, bisexual, transgender, or queer. These teachers fear
that one of their students may be the next Jamey Rode-
meyer. Loving teachers from all around the country want
nothing but the best for their students. To avoid unwanted
attention on the subject, teachers often avoid bringing is-
sues of sexual identity up in classroom discussions. As the
social studies community stays silent on this issue, LGBTQ
youth are more vulnerable than ever before to emotional
and physical harassment. Nine in ten LGBTQ students in
Ohio report feeling unsafe in school and fear being bullied
(GLSEN 2009). These same students are exposed to a social
studies curriculum, supposedly designed to prepare them
to live in the “real world,” yet it does not even acknowledge
the existence of LGBTQ people, movements, and events.

We believe that the social studies has a responsibility to
teach a fundamental lesson to all students. Jamey Rode-
myer understood the first half of this message, “I am worth
something. That’s all we have to do. Just love yourself and
you’re set.” We advocate for a social studies that allows stu-
dents to learn from historic figures facing similar struggles
and experiences faced by teens in their own life—figures,
events, and movements that communicate to students that
they are not alone. This means creating a social studies

that is relevant, meaningful, and potentially liberating for
LGBTQ youth. As for the second half of Jamey’s message,
“it will get better,” it will only get better if we make it bet-
ter. For social studies teachers, this involves telling the truth
to our students about the historic and current struggle for
LBGTQ citizens in their pursuits of life, liberty, and hap-
piness. It also means that instead of hoping it gets better,
citizens take concrete actions to ensure that we make it
better.

Notes

1. For more information on the life of Jamey Rodemeyer
see http://www.huffingtonpost.com/2011/09/20/jam
ey-rodemeyer-suicide-gay-bullying n 972023.h

2. To learn more about this recently proposed legisla-
tion and what life is like for the LGBTQ community
in Uganda see the British Broadcasting Corporation’s
documentary “The World’s Worst Place To Be Gay.”
See http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/b00yrt1c
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